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Some combinatorial problems occurring in scheduling the games of a sports league are 
presented; solutions are obtained by constructing oriented factorisations of complete graphs. One 
considers schedules with a minimum number of breaks in the sequences of home-games and 
away-games and schedules with minimum number of days with breaks. Some open problems are 
also mentioned. 
1. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to study some combinatorial problems which occur in 
scheduling the games of a sports league. 
We will consider a league of 2n teams which have to play once against each other. 
A game between team i and team j is a home-game (H) for either team i or team j; it 
is an away-game (A) for the other team. 
One represents the league by a complete graph Kzn on 2n nodes: each team is 
associated with a node and a game between team i and j is an edge [i,j]. A l-fac- 
torization (F,, . . . , Fzn- ,) of Kzn together with an orientation of each edge will be 
called an oriented coloring of K,,; it will be denoted by (FI, . . . , &_ ,). An oriented 
coloring of Kzn defines a schedule in the following way: if arc (i, j) is in $, it means 
that on day p team i plays against team j in the home-city of team j. Fig. 1.1 shows 
an oriented coloring of K4. 
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With each schedule S we associate a home-away pattern (HAP) denoted by X(S): 
it is an array with 2n rows corresponding to the 2n teams and 2n - 1 columns corres- 
ponding to the 2n - 1 days needed for scheduling all games; h&S) = H (resp. A) if 
team i has a home-game (resp. away-game) on day k. If h+(S) = &+ 1(S), team i 
has a break on day k+ 1. The HAP corresponding to Fig. 1 .l is given in Fig. 1.2. 
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Notice that if in a schedule S no breaks occur on days k+ 1, . . . . k+p, then the 
arcs corresponding to all games played on days k, k + 1, . . . , k +p form a regular 
bipartite graph with degree p + 1 (i.e. a regular bipartite factor). 
We shall therefore be interested in partitions of the edge set of Kzn into regular 
bipartite factors. For graph-theoretic terminology, we will refer to C. Berge [l]. It 
will be convenient to identify in some cases graphs with their sets of edges. 
Consider a partition of the edge set of Kzn into regular bipartite graphs 
G,, (32, . . . . GP; let X;, X; be the 2 sets of nodes of G; (i = 1, . . . . p). Then one can get 
from this partition a schedule S with exactly 
breaks’, it is known that one can find a schedule with ?8(S) = 2n - 2 breaks (see [4]); 
this is the minimum number of breaks which a schedule can have. In order to get it, we 
must take p = n, i.e. among the 2n - 1 days, there are n - 1 days, say 6i, b2, . . . , b, _ 1 
where breaks occur in pairs. We will first consider some conditions for (b,, b2, . . . , 
b,_ 1) to represent a sequence of days where breaks occur. 
Next, instead of minimising the total number O(S) of breaks in a schedule, we 
will be interested in schedules where the number p - 1 of days where breaks occur is 
minimum (i.e. we will examine decompositions of K2,, into a minimum number of 
bipartite factors); between these so called irregular days, the HAP of every team i 
(i.e. row i of the HAP) will be a nicely alternating sequence of H’s and A’s. 
We will also show how to spread the irregular days among the 2n - 1 days needed 
and we will give bounds on the total number of breaks in such schedules. 
There are several reasons for considering such types of schedules in practice: first 
1 A A B denotes the symmetric difference of A and B 
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the oriented colorings with the minimum number of breaks (9(S) = 2n - 2) cannot 
always be used in real situations, because of the presence of constraints which force 
some teams to have home-games or away-games on specific days. Second, if the 
schedule is built for a whole season, then it is desired to have during some specific 
periods sequences of days with perfectly alternating HAP’s for all teams; it is for 
instance the case when for some reason no game can be scheduled during a week t 
because of vacations: a break on week t + 1 may mean that some team does not play 
at home during 3 consecutive weeks, which is to be avoided from a financial point of 
view. 
Although the total number of breaks of schedules with a minimum number of 
irregular days is usually larger than the minimum value 2n - 2, these schedules are 
interesting in practice and we shall study them in Section 3. 
2. Schedules with a minimum number of breaks 
We shall consider here oriented colorings of KZn with exactly 2n-2 breaks; let 
2 5 b, < b2 < ... < b, 1 I 2n - 1 be the days where breaks occur (in pairs). It is con- 
venient to consider that the nodes of K2,, are al, . . . . a,,, /3,, . . . . fl,, where al, . . . . a,, 
have an away-game on the first day (i.e. they all have an A in the first column of 
their HAP) while PI, . .., p, have a home-game and each one of a; and pi has its 
unique break on day bi for i = 1, . . . , n - 1; node an and @,, have no break at all. 
Our purpose is to obtain some information on the position of the days 
br, bz, . . . . b, _ 1 where breaks occur in the schedule. 
For simplifying the study we shall assume the following: in all oriented colorings 
we consider that one never has 2 nodes ai, pi which are linked in Fb,, i.e. which both 
have their break on the day bi when they play against each other: by reversing the 
orientation of the arc (ai, pi) one could remove both breaks and postpone them to 
day bi+ 1. We will so consider only usual breaks (i.e. breaks which cannot be 
avoided when orienting the edges in Fi). 
We can now state a partial result which will give some information on the occur- 
rences of breaks. 
Theorem 2.1. Let K2,, be a complete graph on nodes al, az, . . . . a,,, PI, &, . . . . /3,,. 
The following statements are equivalent (we define bO = 1 and 6, = 2n): 
(1) There exists an oriented coloring of K2,, such that for i = 1, . . . , n - 1, nodes oi 
and pi have a break for color bi. 
(2) There exists an edge coloring of Kz, such that for any pair i, j (with i <j) the 
color of [yiy y;] is in {b;,bi+ 1, . . . . bj - 1) tf ]yi, Y~I = 1% ql or IPi, D’l or in 
(6% *.., 2n-l}-{bi,bi+l,..., bj - 1) if 1Yiv Y;I = [a,, Pjl or [Pi, ql. 
(3) The edges of Kzn can be decomposed into n graphs G,, . . . , G, where G, = 
(Xi, Xi, E,) is bipartite, regular of degree bi - bi_ 1 with Xi = { oi, oi+ 1, . . . , a,,, PI, 
P2, **.3 P,-ll. 
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Proof. (1) * (2). Let F i, . . . , filn_, be a given oriented coloring of K2,, . Suppose 
al, . . . . a, have in the first matching Fi an away-arc (i.e. an arc directed out). Let 
1 pi < j in; clearly [ai, aj] and [pi, /Jj] must have a color in {bi, . . . , bi - l} further- 
more [a;, /3,] cannot have a color in {b,, . . . . bj - l} (because a; and b’ have opposite 
patterns for colors 1,2, . . . . bi - 1 and bj, . . . . 2n - 1 only). Similarly [pi, aj] must 
haveacolorin {1,2 ,..., 2n-1}-{b; ,..., bj - 1); this gives the coloring of (2). 
(2) * (3). Assume we have a coloring satisfying (2) and let 2, = {b;_ 1, bj _ , + 1, . . . , 
b; - l}; consider the edges with color in Z;. These edges must form a regular graph 
withdegree bi-b;-1. Consider theset ofnodesXj={aj,ai+l,...ran,P1,...,/3_1}. 
According to (2) no edge [cyk, a,] or [& &] (i sk<f in) can have a color in Z;. 
Similarly no edge [ak, P1] or [/Ikr a,] (1 5 kl i- 1 <i I I) can have a color in Zi. 
Hence the edges with color in Z, form a regular bipartite graph Gj = (X,, Xii, Ej) with 
Xi={(p;, fl;+i, . . . . /I,, a;, . . . . @i-t} and (3) follows. 
(3) * (1). If we start from a decomposition of the edge set of K2,, satisfying (3), 
then each G; can be decomposed into bi - bi_ , matchings. 
SinceX, = {a,, . . . . a,} we oriented the edges of the first matching out of X1, those 
of the second matching into X, and so on until we are at matching b, - 1. Then we 
oriented the edges of the first matching in Gz in such a way that a, and pt have a 
break for this color b1 ; this is possible since X, = Xi - a, + /$. By continuing this 
way in orienting in opposite directions 2 consecutive matchings in the same Gi and 
by orienting the first matching in Gi+, in such a way that nodes a;, , and /I;+ 1 only 
have a break for color bi+ I) we get the required oriented coloring of K2,,. 0 
From the above characterisation of irregular days, we observe that we cannot 
have breaks occurring (in pairs) 3 consecutive days: suppose bi = b;+, - 1 = b;+z - 2 
and consider nodes ai, aj+ 1, a1+2; according to (2), if there exists such a schedule, 
[a;, ai+l] must have color bi, [a;, ai+ must have color b; or b;, 1 and [a;, 1, ai+z] 
must have color b;, 1. So we have only 2 colors b; and b;,, for 3 edges forming a 
triangle and no edge coloring exists with these properties so there is no such 
schedule. 
Remark 2.1. The characterisations given in Theorem 2. I are not very convenient to 
use; they can however be used for deriving necessary conditions that a sequence 
b,, 62, . . . b, 1 must satisfy in order to correspond to a schedule with 2n - 2 breaks. 
It would be nice to have a simpler characterisation of the sequences (b,, . . . . b,- ,) 
corresponding to the irregular days of a schedule for 2n teams. Such a characterisa- 
tion has been given for the so called canonical oriented colorings [4]. 
3. Regular bipartite factors 
In order to obtain schedules having a minimum number of irregular days, we will 
be interested in partitioning the edge set of K2,, into the minimum number of bi- 
partite factors. 
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A. Kotzig has shown that the edges of K2,, can be decomposed into k = [log, 2nl 
bipartite regular factors and this number is minimum [3]. Here [tl is the upper 
integer part of real number t and Lt] = - r-t1 . 
Let d; be the degree of factor Ui for i = 1, . . . . k; then the construction of Kotzig 
gives partitions 9* of K2,, into factors U,, . . . . U, with a sequence of degrees 
D*(2n)=(dr, . ..) dk) defined recursively by 
D*(2n) = 
L 
(n, D*(n)) if n is even, 
and 
(n - 1, D*(n + 1)) if n is odd 
D*(2) = 1. 
For instance if 2n = 2P, then D*(2n) = (2PP2, . . . , 2O); the construction is illustrated 
in Fig. 3.1. 
b4 b1wb4 blD - 0b4 
b2 b3 b2 
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3 b2 
b 
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dl = 4 d2 = 2 d3 = 1 
Fig. 3.1. Decomposition of KS with D*(8) = (4,2, 1). 
For practical purposes, one wishes sometimes to get schedules where the irregular 
days are regularly spread out throughout the season; this is obtained by getting a 
decomposition of the edge set of Kzn into the smallest possible number k of regular 
bipartite factors with degrees satisfying -1 sdi - dj 5 +l (i, j 5 k). One tries thus to 
maximise the smallest time interval separating days where breaks occur. We shall 
give here a construction for the case where 2n = 2” with p integer. 
Theorem 3.1. If 2n = 2p, the edges of K2,, can be partitioned into p regular bipartite 
factors U,, . . . . Up with degrees d,, . . . , dp satisfying 
L(2p- 1)/p] CdiS r(2P- l)/pl (i= 1, . . . . p). 
Remark 3.1. The construction which will be given in the proof of Theorem 3.1 can 
unfortunately not be used for dealing with the case 2n # 2P (p integer). However it 
should be mentioned that one can by using more intricate constructions get 
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manually similar partitions into regular bipartite factors with degrees satisfying 
-lid;-451 (i,j=l, . . . . p) where p = [log2 2nl for all values of 2n 5 14, which is 
practically sufficient for the cases of real sports leagues [2]. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We will use induction on p; the theorem is clearly true for 
p=l and p=2. 
(A) We shall first describe the inductive construction of the bipartite factors. We 
consider Kzn with 2n = 2P. We construct a decomposition of Kzn as follows: let 
al,a2, . . . . a,,, bl, bz, . . . . b, be the nodes of K2”; let U{ consist of all edges [ai, bj] 
(i,j= 1, .*., n); 17; is a regular bipartite factor with d[ = n = 2P- *. Then K2,, - Vi 
consists of 2 complete graphs on n nodes, say Kt, K,“. According to the induction 
hypothesis, we can decompose the edge set of K,” into p - 1 regular bipartite factors 
cJIA, . . . . ULA with degrees diA satisfying 
L(2p-‘-l)/(p-1)~1d,!~5r(2P-‘-l)/(p-l) 
for i=2, . . . . p. We construct a similar decomposition U;“, . . . , UiB of K,” by intro- 
ducing edge [bi, bj] into U:B iff [ai, aj] is in UiA. Finally let Ui = U,!A U U[” for 
i=2 , . . . . p. Then we have a decomposition Ui, . . . . Ul, of the edge set of K2,, with 
(di,di ,..., dj). 
In order to get a decomposition U,, . . . . UP with degrees d,, . . ., dP satisfying 
- 15 di - dj 5 1 (i, j 5 k) we will transfer some perfect matchings from Ui to some U,! 
(i 12). It is obvious that the sequence dl L ..a 2dP satisfying d, + ..e + dP = 2P- 1 and 
dP L d, - 1 is unique. 
If diS2d; for i=2, . . . . p, we have 0 I di - d/l d,! and we may transfer di - d,! 
matchings from Vi to U; (i 22) as follows: let F,‘, Fi, . .., F,‘; be disjoint perfect 
matchings in U,fA with s = di -d/; for each edge [a,, a,] in F/U ... UF,’ we transfer 
edges [a,, b,] and [b,, a,] from Vi to c/i’. This construction is given for KS in Fig. 3.2. 
Let c/i be the resulting factor; clearly Vi is regular bipartite with degree di. By 
repeating the same construction for each i 2 2, we get the required factorisation. 
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Fig. 3.2. Decomposition of Kg with D(8) = (3, 2,2). 
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(B) We shall now start the recurrence by examining separately the case p I 5 and 
p L 6 and by showing that di I 2d; holds for i ~2. One verifies immediately that for 
~15, we have diSZd[ for i=2, . . . . p (see Table 1). 
Table 1
P d;, . . ..d. dl, . . ..d. 
2 2, 1 2, 1 
3 4,2,1 3,292 
4 8,3, 292 4,474, 3 
5 16,4,4,4,3 I,6969696 
Similarly for p z 6, we also have di 5 2d,! (i = 2, . . . , p); this is a consequence of the 
following stonger statement: 
Claim 3.1. r(2p- l)/pl 52L(2PP1 - l)/(p- 1) J. 
Recall that d;< [(2P-1)/p] and di> L(2P-1 - l)/(p- l)] for i=2, . . ..p. 
Proof of Claim 3.1. Let p - 1 = k and a; q (0 I q I k - 1) be the unique integers uch 
that2k-l=ocrk+q; so2L(2“-l)/kJ=2a; now2P-1=2&+2q+l, so 
r(2p- l)/pl = r(2ak+2q+ l)/(k+ I)]. 
Claim 3.1 will be proved if 2q + 1 <2a, i.e. if q 5 a - 1 or if the stronger inequality 
k I a holds. We have 
ak=2k-q- 1 r2k-kk, 
or a 2 2k/k - 12 k where the last inequality holds since 2k 2 k + k2 for k 2 5, i.e. 
p 2 6. This ends the proof of Claim 3.1. 
Theorem 3.1 now follows by induction on p. 0 
As mentioned earlier, the schedules corresponding to these partitions of the edge 
set of Kzn into a minimum number of regular bipartite factors may have more than 
2n - 2 breaks. We will now give a bound on the number of breaks. 
Theorem 3.2. For a league of 2n teams, there exists a schedule with a minimum 
number of irregular days (i.e. rlogz n] for Kin) which contains at most 
2 L+n] rlog, n1 breaks. This bound is best possible for n = 2P (p integer). 
Proof. Notice that there are [log* n1 days with breaks; consider a regular bipartite 
factor U, (with degree d;) and let Xi, X; be the 2 nodes sets defined by U;. Then one 
constructs a decomposition of U; into perfect matchings F;‘, . . . , Fji; we orient the 
edges of Fi from Xi to Xi, the edges of Fi from xj to Xi and so on. If we do the same 
for all Vi, we will get an oriented coloring Fi, . . . , &- I of Kz, with [logz n1 
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irregular days. Furthermore one can always find a schedule where at most L+nJ 
pairs of breaks occur simultaneously: because if on some day i, we have more than 
L+nJ pairs of breaks, then by reversing the directions of all arcs in f$U .a. U&_, 
we get a schedule having less than tin] pairs of breaks. If n =2P, then we can 
partition the edge set of K2,, into p + 1 regular bipartite graphs G,, . . . , G,,+ i . In each 
Gi, we have 2 subsets of nodes Xi and x; (each edge of G; joins a node in X; with a 
node in X;). 
With each node x of K2,, we associate a sequence (al, . . . , up+ ,) where ai = 1 if x E X; 
and ai = 0 if x E X; . Clearly the 2 Pi’ nodes of K2,, correspond to different sequences, 
because 2 nodes with the same sequence cannot be adjacent in K2,, . 
Consider 2 bipartite graphs G; and Gj (i#j). If in a schedule the games corres- 
ponding to the edges of G; are followed by those of Gj, then one can have as few as q 
breaks on the first day corresponding to edges of Gj where 
q=min(lX, axjl, IX, AXjl). 
With our definition of Xj as the set of all nodes x such that their associated sequence 
(a , , . . . , ap+ 1) satisfies ai = 1, one verifies immediately that 
lx;nxjI=Ix, nXjl=n=2P for all i,j (i#j). 
Hence for any permutation of G,, . . . , G, we will get a schedule with 213nJ x 
[log, n1 =2P p breaks. q 
Remark 3.2. The schedules described here can be constructed easily as follows: if 
2n=2p+‘, one obtains first the unique sequence d, 2 ... zdp+ 1 such that 
d p+l~di-l andd,+=~~+d,+,= 2p’-’ - 1. Then one constructs a decomposition of 
the edge set of Kzn into regular bipartite factors U,, . . . , Up + , having degrees 
d,, . . ..dp+i as described in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Next each U, is decomposed into d, perfect matchings F,‘, . . . . Fit; if X, and xj are 
the 2 sets of nodes defined by the bipartite factor U,, the edges of F[, . . . , FL;; are 
oriented alternately from X, to xj and from Xj to X,. If we do this for all Ui we will 
obtain the required schedule. 
In the case of Kg (see Fig. 3.2) we would get the following (where (x, y) denotes the 
arc oriented from x to JJ): 
i 
@:t = {(a;, b;) 1 i = 1,2,3,4}, 
Ul e = 
p = 
3 
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F2 = (a29 04)~ (62, b4) 
1 
I G73, aI), (b3r h) ’ 
u2 
@2 = 
2 
i 
@4, u3)9 @4, b3) 
I (q,az), @I, b2) ’ 
1 
*; = @3, b,), (b4,b) ’ 1 
@3,a2)r (~49~1) 
I 
v, 
F; = 
L 
@2, a3)v (02, b3) 
(b, 9 a4), (a1 9 b4) 1. 
In the oriented coloring (~~,~~,~:,~‘T,~t,~::,~::) of KS there are [log2 n1 =2 
irregular days (days 4 and 6); on day 4, nodes a2, a3, b, and b4 have breaks, while on 
day 6, nodes a2, a4, b2 and b4 have breaks. 
One should observe that in general it is not possible to assign almost the same 
number of breaks to each team in such schedules. It is however not difficult to check 
that the ‘complementary property’ holds for such schedules: namely the teams can 
be grouped into pairs which have complementary HAP’s. This property may be 
exploited when teams are located in cities which are close to each other. 
4. Another problem 
There are many other types of constraints which have to be taken into account in 
order to get a good schedule (see [5]). We will mention only one here; it is related to 
the pairs of consecutive opponents of a team. In a schedule for a league of 2n teams, 
we can associate with each team i the sequence o(i) = il, i2, . . . , i2,, _ 1 of teams it meets 
during the 2n - 1 days. If we suppose that the schedule is repeated several times 
during the season, then the sequence a(i) would be repeated. 
From o(i) we form the sequence Z(i) of 2n - 1 pairs (i 1, 2 , 2, 3 , 3, 4 9 ...Y i ) (i i ) (i i ) 
(i2n-2, i2,- 1 ), (& _ 1, il); it consists of all pairs of consecutive opponents for team i. 
For the oriented coloring of K4 given in Fig. 1.1 we show in Fig. 4.1, the teams 
consecutively met by each team if the schedule is repeated. In Fig. 4.2 each row i 
consists of the pair (i, i) followed by E(i). 
teem meets consecutively 
1 : 4-3-2-4... 2 : 3-4-l-3... 
3 : 2-l-4- 2... 
4 : 1-2-3-l... 
> 
Fig. 4.1. Fig. 4.2. 
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The schedule given in Fig. 1.1 is good because all pairs of consecutive opponents 
occurring in Z(l), . . . , Z(4) are different. One tries generally to avoid having 2 teams 
i, j such that there are 2 teams u, b which both meet i and j consecutively (i.e. (i, j) 
appears in Z(a) and in Z(b)). In other words, one would like the 2n(2n- 1) pairs 
(i, j) occurring in Z(l), . . . , Z(2n) to be all different. 
This is possible for 2n = 4 as shown above; for 2n = 6, there does not exist such a 
schedule, since as can be seen from Fig. 4.2, the 6 rows i formed by a pair (i, i) 
followed by Z(i) would form 2 orthogonal Latin squares of order 6. For 2n >6, 
there is always at least one pair (i, j) which appears in different Z(a). 
One should try to construct schedules for 2n teams with 2n - 2 breaks and such 
that the maximum number of occurrences of a pair (i, j) in the sequences Z(a) is 
minimum. 
It is easy to see that for 2n teams, there exists a schedule with 2n - 2 breaks, where 
each pair (i, j) occurs at most 2n - 3 times; such a schedule is constructed on a 
canonical edge coloring F,, . . . . Fzn_, of K2,,: we set 
F;={[2n,i]}U{[i+k,i-k]Jk=l,...,n-1) 
for i= 1, . . . . 2n - 1 where the integers i + k, i-k are taken modulo 2n - 1 between 1 
and 2n - 1 (see [4]). Since for each team i < 2n the cyclic sequence of consecutive 
opponents is obtained by replacing in 1,3,5, . . . ,2n - 1,2,4, . . . ,2n - 2 the symbol i 
by 2n, and since 2n meets consecutively 1,2, . . . , 2n - 1, one sees that each pair (i, j) 
will appear in at most 2n - 3 sequences 2. One can however reduce the maximum 
number of occurrences of a pair (i, j) by using more complicated constructions (see 
[2] for instance). 
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